Intra-operative tumour detection and staging in colorectal cancer surgery.
Surgical resection for colorectal cancer involves segmental resection and regional lymphadenectomy. The appropriateness of this 'one-size-fits-all' strategy is questioned as bowel cancer screening programmes result in a shift to earlier stage disease. Currently, the nodal status of a colorectal cancer can only be reliably determined by histopathological examination of the resected specimen. New methods of intra-operative staging are required to allow surgical resection to be tailored to the stage of the disease. A literature search was performed of PubMed and Embase databases using the terms 'colon' OR 'colorectal' AND 'intra-operative detection' OR 'intra-operative staging' OR 'intra-operative detection' OR 'radioimmunoguided surgery'. Articles published between January 1980 and January 2012 were included. Technologies that have the potential to allow intra-operative staging and treatment stratification were identified and further searches performed. Established techniques such as sentinel lymph node mapping and radioimmunoguided surgery have benefited from combination with other technologies to allow real-time intra-operative staging. Intra-operative fluorescence, using naturally fluorescent biomarkers or fluorescent tumour probes, probably offers the most practical means of intra-operative lymph node staging and may be facilitated using nanotechnology. Optical coherence tomography and real-time elastography have the potential to provide an in vivo'virtual biopsy'. Technological advances may allow accurate intra-operative lymph node staging to facilitate tailored surgical resection. This may become the next paradigm shift in colorectal cancer surgery.